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Would you like to ... Use this form to answer questions
Question 1
Separation should be seen as a civilised exercise. We need to treat causes not exacerbate
symptoms. So : a. A greater need for financial triage so as to promote better mental health
outcomes. b. The financial ransacking of the legal “profession” must be outlawed . It is
utterly inconsistent with the goals of a modern socially progressive country c. Litigation must
be seen as a last resort , not as a vehicle for looting and pillaging
Question 2
1. The rule of law, not the rule of lawyers 2. For those with children mediate fast, early and
frequently 3. Pay 50 v 40 in 30 days – argue the toss in 6 months when everyone is calm
Question 3 By the law.
Question 4
This is a mistaken question. Seperation should be a social , medical and financial exercise.
Law is the wrong way to look at problems
Question 5 By not infantalising them and treating them as First Australians
Question 6
Question 7
Question 8 Who cares? The are < 1% of the population .
Question 9
Question 10
1. Pay EARLy ALL the money to the wife that she needs to live on . 2. AVOID courts - they
lack leadership . Use the law .
Question 11 Easy. Dont make a vague lawless legal system in the first place
Question 12 Law. Lots of i t Lawyers. Fewer of them Low legal fees.
Question 13
Women who genuinely fear for their safety shouldnt be made to go to Court. If you drew the
short straw in the lotto of life then we all feel sad for you. But women must not e exposed to
danger . The only way to acheive that is to have NO NEED to go to Court. 80/ 20 for
dickheads and no seeing the kids .
Question 14
As at present just get rid of the dodgy shrinks . One god things Mens Groups have spotted is
that these people are Quacks for hire. They would approve the Stolen Generation (yet again)
if there was a buck in it for them. Put Rosie in charge , not snow flakes.
Question 15

I would extend to the real divorce predators- the financially violent law firms. These spivs
and shysters cause more financial harm to women than Storm Financial. I include elderly
women lawyers in this. Absolutely violent.
Question 16
Put Rosie Batty in control. All you lawyers just fee gouge kids. Education is in their best
interests not litigation.
Question 17
50% for women day one unless you are earning $ 180,000 a year Men 40%. Then mediate .
Then mediate. Then mediate
Question 18
As above and adding s the first 50% up to 3 times the average wage as determined by Bernie
Fraser or some other smart and trustworthy type Australian.
Question 19
Not allowed unless its a women marrying a toy boy. Or its Packer type wealth. Too many rip
offs going on.
Question 20 Lawyers fees. Every other change will be marginal
Question 21
Courts should be used only if he doesnt comply. They are way past their use by date
Question 22 Small claims tribunal.
Question 23 Not be there in the first place
Question 24 Nah. Law.
Question 25
Question 26
Make it mandatory like the kids counselling Make it repeated Only do it where: 1. The
money thats real is in play. So pay up and sober up first 2. there is a proper fall back
consequence of failing.
Question 27
Question 28
Yep. WA should do mediation online on your mobile phone so it gets the time zone right.
Then men can do it at their lunchtime
Question 29
Question 30
Question 31
Question 32
Question 33 Get Magistrates hands of it. They are clowns. Use real lawyers.
Question 34
Question 35
Question 36
Question 37
Question 38
WTF wrote this stuff? I mean are you helping the lawyers ? This whole questionnaire is about
rich people going to Court. What is that ? 20% absolute max of the population?
Question 39
Question 40
Question 41
Question 42
Question 43
Question 44
Deep tissue vaginal steam cleaning with Gwyneth Paltrow ? Really why are you asking this
stuff ? Reform the system , not tinker with small stuff

Question 45
Question 46
Rosemary Batty should run it. She is great. I would have some balanced man along as well
like old Tim Fischer , overseeing it, or Johnny Howard he was a great PM. Not Hanson and
not some mens rights loony. Lawyers should serve the system not run it
Question 47
Laws Prepayment rules Get rid of the Family Court itself and merge with the other courts as
it lacks skill and respect.
Other comments?
I had hoped your survey would be a lot more focused on battlers, not Toorak yummy
mummies and Welfare women. The middle class get done over by the current system and it
looks like you are keen not to achieve much on that front. After this I looked over your
advisers. A Confederacy of Dunces if ever there was. Why use people who have failed in the
past ? You need cross community support and fresh thinking , not failed group think. Please
dont fail us again
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